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State Updates
Based on responses from 27 regulators.

Institutions Regulated
Number of Institutions
 Oversight ranges from 20 to
1,000
 A mix on scope of oversight
depending on categorization
(non-SARA, no physical
presence, recruiting only, etc.)

Types of Institutions

Arizona Highlights
 Fee Increase – SB1065
 The Arizona State Board for Private Postsecondary Education identified the
need for fee increase as a result of increased operating costs and the
complexity of the institutional application review process.
 Lasted updated 1996.
 All 232 currently licensed schools were asked for input regarding this
legislation. The response was extremely supportive of SB1065.
 Current Status: SB1065 passed the Senate with a 23 to 4 vote. The bill is
currently in the House awaiting review from the Rules Committee. If the fee
increase is passed and signed by the Governor, fees would increase in July
2022.

Colorado Highlights
 DPOS is in the process of migrating all data to the new IT system it anticipates launching in
April of 2022
 Law passed due to Western State Construction College (WSCC) desire to obtain state
authorization though DPOS.
 An exception to the mandatory exemption of apprenticeship programs and training in construction;
provision allowing CHEA to serve as a substitute for ED approved accreditation.
 Currently they are attempting to further introduce regulatory amendments that would do away with our
rules requiring separate sites to apply as a school (as opposed to being admitted as multiple sites under
one umbrella approval).

 Questions:
 Whether other states HE Agency oversees or exempts apprenticeships (or whether another state
agency does so).

 How many states permit CHEA to serve as DE approved accreditation.
 Whether other states register/apply as separate locations to approve each as an individual schools.

Florida Highlights
 Nursing shortage in Florida, resulted in increase in the number of private nursing schools
seeking licensure by the Commission.
 Commission is reviewing its standards, policies and procedures; identifying, focusing on those schools
whose NCLEX pass rates are within ten percent of the national average, indicating a successful
program.

 Florida's administrative rule regulating delivery of distance education is outdated and in
need of revision.
 Temporary approvals for online delivery during Covid-19 have long expired and an increasing number
of institutions are now seeking permanent approval of online delivery for a wide variety of programs.
 Commission staff are reviewing other states' distance education rules and identifying language that
would be helpful in our rule revision process. Staff are also reaching out to other state regulators to elicit
ideas and suggestions on how to "cover all the bases" on this comprehensive issue.

Illinois Highlights
As of June 2021, a new higher education strategic
plan called, "A Thriving Illinois."
Includes goals to: close equity gaps, improve the financial
futures of individuals and institutions, and grow talent.
Multiple initiatives are under way related to this strategic
plan, including a legislative proposal to advance
institutional development of equity plans, enhance
consumer protections, and improve data reporting. This
proposal is Illinois House Bill 5464.

Kansas Highlights

Regulation amendments in process.
Most proposed amendments are to update and clarify
regulations related to previous statute amendments.

Minnesota Highlights
OHE has been developing financial metrics for risk
analysis to help identify schools that are not meeting
financial responsibility and administrative capability.
OHE has also initiated a project on performance
measures for academic programs to determine
whether academic programs should continue to
operate.

Missouri Highlights
 Missouri is developing an Adult Learner's Network (ALN)
collaborative between participating institutions and the State to
innovate and create better support systems and pathways to
education for adult learners.
 According to recent department data, many of Missouri’s certified
institutions offer short-term or certificate level training in critical
workforce industries.
 The department is building relationships with community support
organizations and outreach programs to show that certified schools
are key stakeholders in building career and technical education and
employment opportunities.

Mississippi Highlights
MS has approved Medical Marijuana.
New regulations regarding the teaching of this area
are being discussed.

New regulations for CDL training providers.
There is a discussion on regulatory action to specify the
number of hours for a Class A program.

Nevada Highlights
 Nevada had three regulations changes that went into effect
October 1, 2021.
 New statute - not assigned at this time - defining permitted recruitment
activities
 NRS 394.441 - changing conditions of enrollment agreements to
include a three day cancellation period, minimum font of documents,
and a student acknowledgement that they have be afforded the
opportunity to ask questions prior to signing the enrollment agreement.
 NRS 394.449 - expands the definition of substantially failed to operate.

Pennsylvania Highlights

Pennsylvania SARA fees charged to institutions
sunset in 2018.
The regulations were promulgated and approved and
fees will begin to be collected in July of 2023.

Rhode Island Highlights
Revising the Council on Postsecondary Education's
Regulations Governing Proprietary Schools in
Rhode Island.
Last reviewed/revised in 2008.

Revising Council policies, including Distance
Learning policy.

Tennessee Highlights
 Legislation is pending in Tennessee that will change the traditional regulatory function in
Tennessee (currently in committee). Of note are the following:
 Terminates the Committee on Postsecondary Educational Institutions;

 Removes the requirement for agents to be permitted;
 Allows non-degree granting schools to be eligible for OEA (“fast track” authorization);
 Requires out-of-state exempt institutions with no Tennessee location to be authorized if they place
students in supervised field experiences in Tennessee;
 Deletes requirement that certain exempt institutions file a request with THEC every year to remain
exempt, allows multi-year authorization with annual compliance certification;

 Allows provisional authorization by Executive Director subject to THEC ratification;
 Allows for a simplified process of “program registration” rather than “approval;” and
 Allows a successful tuition guarantee fund claim to be paid directly to the student.

Washington Highlights
 State-wide mask mandates expired March 11th; we are looking forward to
updated COVID guidance going forward.
 The Private School unit completed our contract with EDvera and will be
launching our newly developed licensing system in May.
 Will allow schools to upload their materials and track progress and will enable agency
staff to be more efficient when processing renewal and initial licensing applications.

 Washington state’s nationally recognized online career and education platform
CareerBridge.wa.gov was recently provided $460,000 by the state’s legislature to
modernize the site.
 These investments also lay the groundwork for creating a digital portfolio to save
career and education searches and better aligning Career Bridge with High School
and Beyond Plans to help students chart their next education and career steps.

Any other
state
updates?

